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Sample   Lesson   -   Time   /   TOEFL   Practice     
In   this   lesson,   we   will   learn   about   how   to   tell   time   as   well   as   practice   for   the   
TOEFL   Speaking   Exam.   

  

  
AM:   middle   of   the   night   to   middle   of   the   day   (12:00am-11:59am)   

● Night,   morning   
● 12:00am   →   midnight   

PM:   middle   of   the   day   to   middle   of   the   night   (12:00pm-11:19pm)   
● Afternoon,   evening,   night   
● 12:00pm   →   noon   

  It   is   one    o’clock.     

It   is   two    o-five .   It   is    five   past    two.   
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It   is   three    ten .   It   is    ten   past    three.   

It   is   four    fifteen .   It   is    a   quarter   past    four.     

It   is   five    twenty .   It   is    twenty   past    five.     

It   is   six    twenty-five .   It   is    twenty-five   minutes   past    six.     

It   is   seven    thirty .   It   is    half   past    seven.   (US)   It   is    half   eight .   (UK)   
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It   is   eight    thirty-five .   It   is    twenty-five   minutes    to   nine.     

It   is   nine    forty .   It   is    twenty   to    ten.     

  It   is   ten    forty-five .   It   is    a   quarter   to    eleven.     

  It   is   eleven    fifty .   It   is    ten   to    twelve.     

It   is   twelve    fifty-five .   It   is    five   to    one.     
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TOEFL   Speaking   Section   Practice   
TOEFL   Speaking   Rubric   

  
Question   1   -   Independent   or   “Personal   Choice”   

1. Agree/Disagree   
2. Paired   Choice   
3. Good/Bad   Idea   

* 15   seconds   to   prepare,   45   seconds   to   respond   
  

Question   2   -   Campus   Announcement  
1. Read   a   short   announcement   (45   seconds)   
2. Listen   to   two   students   talk   about   announcement   
3. Summarize   

* 30   seconds   to   prepare,   60   seconds   to   respond   
  

Question   3   -   Academic   Lecture   1   (Read   +   Listen)   
1. Read   a   short   article   (45   seconds)   
2. Listen   to   short   lecture   
3. Summarize   

* 30   seconds   to   prepare,   60   seconds   to   respond   
  

Question   4   -   Academic   Lecture   2   (Listen   Only)   
1. Listen   to   the   lecture   (1.5   -   2   minutes)   
2. Listen   to   a   question   about   the   lecture   topic   
3. Respond   to   the   question     

* 20   seconds   to   prepare,   60   seconds   to   respond   
  
  

1:   Independent   or   “Personal   Choice”   
  

Sample   Question   (Paired   Choice):    Some   people   enjoy   taking   risks   and   trying   new   
things.   Others   are   not   adventurous;   they   are   cautious   and   prefer   to   avoid   danger.   
Which   behavior   do   you   think   is   better?   Explain   why.   
https://www.ets.org/toefl/test-takers/ibt/prepare/tests/speaking/   

  
Sample   Question   (Agree/Disagree):    State   whether   you   agree   or   disagree   with   the   
following   statement   and   explain   your   opinion   using   specific   examples   in   your   argument.   

https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/toefl_speaking_rubrics.pdf
https://www.ets.org/toefl/test-takers/ibt/prepare/tests/speaking/
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Do   you   agree   or   disagree   with   the   following   sentence?   We   can   learn   a   lot   from   
making   mistakes.   
  

Sample   Question   (Good/Bad   Idea):    Nowadays,   some   people   use   extreme   
methods,   including   surgery,   to   change   their   appearance.   They   do   this   because   
they   want   to   look   more   attractive .   
*Do   you   think   this   is   a   good   idea?   Why   or   why   not?    Use   specific   examples.   
  
  

2:   Campus   Announcement     
  

Sample   Announcement   via   ETS   Toefl   
*Topic:   Sculpture   Courses   to   Be   Discontinued   

  
  

3:   Academic   Lecture   1   
  

Sample   Announcement   via   ETS   Toefl   
*Topic:   Revealing   Coloration   

  
  

4:   Academic   Lecture   2   
  

Sample   Announcement   via   ETS   Toefl   
*Topic:   Pricing   Strategies   
  

https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/speaking_practice_sets.pdf
https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/speaking_practice_sets.pdf
https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/speaking_practice_sets.pdf

